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YouTube, play store app with high quality 4K (HEVC)H265 receiver combo DVB-S2/T2/C box set top combo IPTVHS11 configuration specifications specification specification: CPU. DivX 3/4/5, Xvid, Real Video, VP6/8 Format: MKV, TS, M2TS, MOV, MP4, RMVB, AVI, MPG, MPEG, DAT, VOB, FLV, etc. Microsoft
Windows 8 IPTV Specifications: API &amp; middot;JS Support Linux Middleware Network, T95G Pro Android 6.0 TV Box, Eight Digits, 2G Ram 16G Rom Kodi 17.0 Amlogic S912 Android Box T95G Pro Product Description Packed 120x85x 22mm Packing weight 0.45 kg load for 20HQ 43 0 x 290 x 280mm Products
Black System Config CPU S912 Octa-core cortex-A53 Frequency: 2.0G GPU Mali-T820MP3 Flash 16GB EMMC SDRAM 2GB DDR3 DC Power Supply 5V / 2A Indicator Light (LED) : Blue/Green/Blue Blue Core Features Plastic Material (Personal Model) OS Android6.0 KODI 16.1 WIFI 2.4G + 5G + Bluetooth Bluetooth
3D Hard Ward 3D Support Media Format Avi/Rm/Rmvb/Ts/Vob/Mkv/ISO/wm Format Music Support MP3/WMA/AAC/WAV/OGG/AC3/DDP/Trued/DTS/DTS/HD/APE Support HD JPEG/BMP/GIF/PNG/TIFF USB host 2 high speed USB 2.0, support U disk and USB card HDD read SD/SDHC/MMC HDD FILE SYSTEM
FAT16/FAT32/NTFS support Subtitle SRT/SMI/SUB/SSA/USB Video Output Difinition High SD/HD Max 1920x1080 Pixels OSD Type Of English/French/German/Spanish/Italian/etc Multilateral lan ethernet: Standard 10/100m/1000m, gigabitrj-45 wireless built in two band wifi mouse/keyboard support mouse and keyboard
via USB; Support 2.4GHz wireless mouse and keyboard via 2.4GHz USB dongle HDMI HDMI 2.0 to 4k2k output with HDR, CEC and HDCP 2,2, 4Kx2K@60 up to 4K2k HD decoding 4k2k H 265 hardware video decoder and 4k2k Output 1080P/AV/3G Dolby support SPDIF/IEC958 axial software specifications of skype
chatting picasa network function, Youtube, flickering, Facebook, Movies Online H.265 4K Tv Box Google S905 Ki plus Android 6.0 DVB S2 T2 4k satellite, open source code B, customer logo on housing and pacakgc, logo on boot device D, custom O pizing launcher and user interface, technical support engineer and
communication in person (your Shenzhen or office) DVB S2B-S2 System Standard : ETS 302 307 Symbol Rate: QPSK, 8PSK Forward error rate 1/4,1/3,2/ Carrier frequency reception range 5,3/5,2/3,3/4,4/5,5,6,8/9,9/10 Carrier frequency reception range: &amp;plusmn;5MHz For the top 3 Msps and plusmn;3MHz
symbol rate for the remaining symbols, roll-off factor for pulse generation: 0.2, Code rate 0.25 and 0.35: Code rate 1- 55 Msps: 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6, 7/8 Input signal level: -84 dBm to 0 dBm (average power) ANT. Female band out: IEC type, DVB-T2 DVV-T2 Standard: ETSIEN 302 755 MPLP Demodulation Support: QPSK,
16QAM, 64QAM or 256QAM forward error correction rate 1/2,2/3,3/4,3/5,5/6 guard range: 1/4,19/256,201 1/256, 1/6 8,19/128,1/16,1/32,1/128 Bandwidth: 6/7/8MHz input range Frange:54--860MHz Impedance Input: 75 &amp; Omega; Input Level: -84 dBm to 0 dBm (Average Power) ANT 1 BOX TV Hardware CPU
Amlogic S905 Quad-core ARM 64 bits & reg; &amp; A53 &amp; A53 Mali and Trade-450 3D Graphics OpenGL ES 1.1/2.0 and VG 1.1 Open video support UHD 4K 60fps HW decoding supports multiple formats including H. Good news!!! You are in the right place for a satellite box robot. Now that you already know what
you are looking for, you are sure to find it in AliExpress. Whether you are looking for high-end or cheap labels, the economy buys bulk, we guarantee that here in AliExpress. you will find official stores for brand names along with small independent discount vendors all with fast and reliable delivery as well as convenient
and safe payment methods no matter how you choose to spend. But you may have to act as fast as this top android satellite box is set to be one of the most sought-after best sellers in no time think you envy your friends will when you tell them that you have your Android satellite box on AliExpress with the lowest prices
online, cheap shipping rates and local collection options, you can make even bigger savings. If you're still in two minds about the Android satellite box and are thinking about choosing a similar product, AliExpress is a great place to compare prices and sellers. We'll help you work out whether it's worth paying extra for the
high-end version or whether you can get as well as a good deal by getting cheaper items. And if you just want to treat yourself and splash out on the most expensive version, AliExpress will always make sure you get the best price for your money, even let you know when you are better off waiting for the promotion to start
and the savings you can expect to make AliExpress proud of, make sure you always have a informed choice when you buy from one of the hundreds of stores and sellers on our platform. All stores and vendors are ranked for customer service, price and quality by their actual customers, you can also find each store or
seller ranked as well as compare shipping prices and discount offers on the same product by reading the reviews and reviews left by users. Every time. In short, you don't need our words for it. - Just listen to our millions of happy customers. Just before you click 'Buy Now'. In the transaction process, take a moment to
check the coupon – and you will save even more. You can find AliExpress Shop coupons or you can collect coupons every day by playing games on the AliExpress app and, as most of our sellers offer free shipping – we think you will agree that you will get this robot satellite box at one of the best prices online. We
always have the latest technology, the latest trends and most talk about labels in AliExpress, good quality price and service come as standard – every time. Get it in front of 160+ million buyers. Jump to the main content ref-tag-link-link-tag-link-ref-tag ref-tag-link-tag-tag-link-link-link reference, I have several similar
devices like WeTek Play, so I'm very excited because this box has DVB-S2 to get. This is really unique because it is the first Android TV box with a built-in tuner, so stay here and find out more about this cool device, the Design and Build WeTek Play looks just like any other satellite receiver or Android TV box it is made
of plastic and when it comes to size it resembles the Dreambox DM500 HD. For example: LNB1, LNB2, Two additional USB ports, LAN, HDMI, However, it looks really cool and because its size doesn't take up much space. Also, the build quality is really good and feels like a premium. Play Vs Dreambox DM500 HD
Ferrari SIM first boot display is ok when I start the device it is holding for about 30 seconds. After that, it appears the settings i can adjust settings such as language, screen resolution, internet connection and so on. After that appeared the home screen, I could finally start playing. Performance and standard testing as
usual, I tested every device with several benchmark test programs to see how they performed. For this purpose, I have used Geekbench 3.0 and for technical data I have used this APP CPU-Z, so WeTek Plays has 1 GB of RAM and 4GB of internal memory, the internal memory that you can expand with a microSD card
or USB flash drive has a dual core AMLogic AML-8726 MX with a speed of 1.5 GHz, so you can see it has really good hardware, which will be enough for all purposes. I have tried everything from gaming to satellite channels to watching, and during my use I did not encounter any problems. Also, below you can see the
test results, including cpu-z data, software it. With android 4.4.2 installed and the user interface is more or less the same as on other android devices with Android systems, there are also several programs already installed such as XBMC, MX Player, SuperSU and Kodi, of course, there is also the possibility to install
OpenELEC and recently I have seen that it will soon be available Enigma 2, so this sounds great and I am looking forward to it. The user interface is fluid and fast, almost all programs open quickly. WeCloud IPTV Antenna WeClodu Antenna service is an application that allows you to view IPTV channels from many
countries. To use this function, you must activate your account. To activate your account, you will need to provide your membership code provided by the loyalty card. After activation, you will have the ability to watch more than 180 channels such as Bloomberg, the BBC and many more. They will stay free-to-air forever,
according to the company, of course, if you have your own private IPTV channel, you can also add them to the WeClodu antenna. Get satellite tv App - WeTek Live TV Theater as I'm a big fan of satellite TELEVISION, I was very excited because I was the first to see an Android media player with a build in dual DVB-S2
tuner very idea is actually a contract because in such a way you don't need two separate devices. This device gives you the same experience, like two separate devices, and of course it is very real. So it comes with an installed program called WeTek Theater where you can view satellite channels. When you first enter
the program, it will ask you to set up your satellite configuration. So when you enter the settings, then you will need to select the desired satellite that you use in your configuration. Of course you need other settings such as DiSS version, you use motors and so on however it supports DiSC 1.0, DiSC 1.1, DiS after you
set your satellite settings then you can scan the satellite. When you're done, you can go to see the desired channel. Play Oscam-cardharing support as I said in the beginning, I'm a big fan of satellite television, so because of that I went a step further. I'm very curious not to support this cardharing device so I have found
an Android app called OSTool which you need to install like other programs. After you do that, you want to configure your Ccccam server. I did that at all and I tried to play and voila everything worked fine so I can safely say that cardharing is working on this satellite device Bluetooth miscellaneous test. There is also
Bluetooth so you can connect to other devices as usual. I tried with my Android smartphone and I have no problem with the connection. From the available data, I can say that this box also supports playstation wireless game controller, so this is pretty good. You can play the game much easier. You can use a microSD
card or USB device, such as a flash drive or hard drive, as it supports all of the above. For example, I have connected a USB 3.0 to my hard drive and I have tested the read speed and write with File ES Explorer NTFS 4.05 MB/s 11.18 MB/s FAT32 3.72 MB/s 12.2 MB/s BTRFS does not support USB webcam. I tried
several games that can work on such devices like this, and everyone works as it should work. Of course, this box does not have high-end hardware, and because of which some games claim games can run slowly. But this is nothing strange. In conclusion, WeTek Play is a very attractive device which has moderately
strong hardware such as dual core CPU, 1 GB of RAM and 4GB of internal memory, which of course you can extend with a microSD card, in my personal opinion the operating system is very stable and liquid. There is also an OpenELEC system and you can expect enigma 2 soon which is really good news. So you can
see that you have the ability to choose what is right for your system. You have the ability to select the receiver you want DVB-C/T/T2 or DVB-S2 I personally have with the DVB-S2 receiver, so except for android function, you can also watch TV via satellite with support for the event. There is also support for IPTV and you
will get an additional 180 free TV channels. Overall, in my personal opinion, it is a good device with a reasonable price, which is actually €108.99 with free worldwide shipping from the EU. They are actually in a beautiful country of Slovenia. Also, for each purchase you get a 24-month premium and warranty guarantee,
which proves how serious they are. For more information, please visit the official website and if you decide to buy it, you can buy it here from their official online store. Shop
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